Measurements of the linewidths of interedge magnetoplasmons are reported for electrons on liquid helium in a temperature range from 200 to 600 mK and in a magnetic field Bϭ1 T. The linewidths show an abrupt increase at a certain temperature. This temperature changes if the electron density is altered and can be related to the crystallization temperature. At the frequencies used, the effect on conventional edge magnetoplasmons is only very weak. ͓S0163-1829͑98͒05828-7͔
I. INTRODUCTION
As was first pointed out by Crandall and Williams 1 it is possible for a classical two-dimensional ͑2D͒ system to crystallize. This crystallization is often referred to as Wigner crystallization, despite the fact that Wigner studied crystallization in a three-dimensional quantum gas. 2 Although the Coulomb crystal has been observed in many different systems, such as, e.g., trapped atomic ions, 3 dusty rf plasmas, 4 colloidal suspensions, 5 and ions below the surface of liquid helium, 6 classical 2D Coulomb crystals from the 2D electron system on liquid helium 7 are the most extensively investigated. It is a simple and pure system where the only impurities on the surface are 3 He atoms. 8 Another advantage is the possibility of varying the screening, going from an unscreened system ͑bulk helium͒ to a screened system ͑helium films͒. 9, 10 So far, a number of methods have been used to observe and investigate the properties of the crystal: plasma resonances of the crystal ͑coupled to the capillary waves on the He surface͒, 7, 11 measurements of the shear in the crystal, 12, 13 mobility measurements, 14 and recently, measurements of the magnetoconductivity. [15] [16] [17] The measurements of the magnetoconductivity have shown that although the conductivity is different from the conductivity in the fluid, the crystal is still an excellent conductor.
In the fluid phase edge magnetoplasmons ͑EMP's͒ have been studied extensively both in the low-͑Refs. 18 and 19͒ and the high-field limit. 20 EMP's are charge-density fluctuations that propagate along the edge due to the Hall effect. For high magnetic fields they are localized near the boundary of the electron sheet. Since the current flows nearly perpendicular to the electric field, the damping of the EMP, which is proportional to the parallel magnetoconductivity xx , 21 is low. Therefore they can be observed even at low frequencies , when Ӷ1 ( is the scattering rate of the electrons͒. The propagation velocity v of the EMP is the Hall velocity E/B (E is the electric field due to the charge perturbations, B is the magnetic field͒, which in turn is proportional to the Hall conductivity xy . 21 The inverse proportionality of the EMP frequency to the magnetic field is one of the most characteristic properties of EMP's.
A more general form of the EMP is the interedge magnetoplasmon ͑IEMP͒, located at the boundary between two 2DES's with different electron densities. 22, 23 The IEMP frequency is proportional to the difference of the Hall conductivities at either side of the boundary. The damping is determined by the average xx . EMP's have proved to be very useful to study transport in a 2DES in addition to the commonly used Corbino geometry, 24 since their damping is proportional to xx . An alternative method for investigating transport in the crystal is of interest, in view of the issue of compatibility of Corbino geometry and rigid rotation of the crystal. 16 However, in the convenient low-frequency domain, i.e., Ӷ p , the plasma frequency, the EMP properties seem not to change at the melting transition. 18, 23, 24 A complication here is that the EMP is located in the region of vanishing density. 20 In low magnetic fields, where the EMP frequency is in the order of the plasma frequency, the properties of the EMP resemble the zero-field plasmon properties. In particular, its frequency depends on the effective mass. Therefore, at the melting transition frequency shifts are expected and have been observed. 25 This regime has so far not been used for xx determination.
The purpose of the present work is to investigate the effect of crystallization on the low-frequency IEMP's, located at a boundary between two 2DES's with different electron density. The differences of IEMP's, relevant for the sensitivity to crystallization, as compared to EMP's are twofold: ͑1͒ the shape of the density step is different and most importantly ͑2͒ everywhere on the step the 2DES is in or near the crystal phase.
We present measurements of linewidths of IEMP's for varying electron densities at one side of the boundary. The linewidths show an abrupt increase below a certain temperature that can be related to the melting transition. Additional measurements to confirm this are also shown: It will be shown that the linewidth increase is a function of the absolute electron density and that the dependence of the linewidth on the drive voltage is different below and above crystallization. Preliminary measurements were published in Ref. 26 .
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
The experimental cell consists of two circular metal plates ͑top plate and bottom plate͒ with a cylindrical electrode ͑guard ring͒ in between ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ . The cell is 3 mm high and has an inner diameter of 15 mm. It was filled with liquid helium to a level of 1 mm above the bottom plate, which was PHYSICAL REVIEW B 15 AUGUST 1998-I VOLUME 58, NUMBER 7 PRB 58 0163-1829/98/58͑7͒/4138͑5͒/$15.00 4138 © 1998 The American Physical Society checked by measuring the capacitance from the top to the bottom plate. The bottom plate is divided into ten electrodes ͓see Fig. 1͑b͔͒ : a circular middle electrode with a ring electrode surrounding it and an outer ring electrode divided into eight segments. Both the top plate and the guard ring are at a negative dc voltage (V t and V g , respectively͒ to provide the holding field and confinement. In the measurements V t was typically Ϫ10 V. The ratio V g /V t was 3/2 in all measurements.
The surface was charged to saturation with electrons using a filament that was located in a small hole in the guard ring. By applying a positive ͑or negative͒ voltage to the middle and ring electrode an electron sheet with a higher ͑or lower͒ density in the center was obtained as in Ref. 23 . Typical values for the electron densities are between 0 and 2.3 ϫ10 12 m Ϫ2 for the inner electron density n 1 and 0.58 ϫ10 12 m Ϫ2 for the outer electron density n 2 . To be sure that saturation was reached the surface was first charged with high voltages on the electrodes (Ϫ100 V and Ϫ67 V on the guard and the top plate, ϩ50 V on the middle and the ring electrode͒ and afterwards decreased to the voltages that were used during the measurements.
To measure the response of the 2DES an ac voltage of 10 mV in a frequency range from 10 to 500 kHz was applied to one of the eight outer electrodes and the induced voltage at the opposite electrode was measured with a coaxial cable lead using a lock-in amplifier. Since the impedance due to the capacitance of the lead coaxial cable is much smaller than the impedance between excitation and detection electrode, the method effectively corresponds to measuring current to ground. The frequency range used is too high for using a sensitive current preamplifier. All measurements were done in a magnetic field B of 1 T normal to the surface.
III. RESULTS

A. IEMP linewidths as a function of temperature
To study the linewidths of IEMP, first a frequency spectrum was measured from 10 to 500 kHz, as shown in Fig. 2 , to identify both the EMP's and IEMP's. For the EMP four harmonics are visible, marked with an asterisk. The IEMP is visible at 360 kHz with a smaller amplitude and a somewhat larger linewidth. In general, the dispersion relation (k) for the ͑I͒EMP's is given by 22, 23 
where e is the elementary charge, 0 r the permittivity, k the wave vector, and ͉n 1 Ϫn 2 ͉ the difference in electron density across the boundary ͑for EMP's n 2 is 0͒. ␣ is a parameter of the order of 1 that depends on the density profile at the boundary. Its value is higher when the density profile is steeper. Theoretically ␣ depends logarithmically on xx and k, but this dependence is ignored here. Due to different circumferences ͓see Fig. 1͑b͔͒ the wave vector at resonance is a factor of 2 higher for the IEMP than for the EMP. For the data in Fig. 2 ͉n 1 Ϫn 2 ͉ is a factor of 3 higher than n 2 . The resonance position of the IEMP would thus be expected at a six times higher frequency than the EMP ͑i.e., 600 kHz͒. The observed resonance occurs at 360 kHz. The shift is attributed to different ␣'s in case of IEMP and EMP in agreement with earlier measurements 23 (␣ IEMP р0.6␣ EMP ). The amplitude of the IEMP is smaller because the capacitive coupling to the electrodes is less effective since the IEMP is not located above the measuring electrodes. An intrinsic lower oscillator strength can also not be ruled out.
The IEMP and EMP's are investigated in more detail as a function of temperature in sweeps from 320 to 420 kHz ͑Fig. 3͒. In the temperature range from 560 mK down to 200 mK the EMP's are nearly independent of temperature, in agreement with Ref. 24 . It should be noted that the outer part of the electron sheet where the EMP is located is in the fluid phase in the whole temperature range of Fig. 3 set equal to 127. 7 So the linewidth broadening in the IEMP appears to be near the melting temperature for the inner ͑high-density͒ part of the electron sheet. It should also be noted that there is no change observable in the resonance position, from which it can be concluded that the average Hall conductivity xy does not change upon crystallization.
B. Different electron densities
For a better analysis of the data, a way was devised to quantify the linewidth: A curve fit was made with Lorentzian curves both for the EMP's and the IEMP. From this curve fit the linewidth of the IEMP was determined. Figure 4 shows the normalized linewidths for three different inner electron densities n 1 , with the same outer electron density. This should make clear whether there really is a correlation between the increase in linewidth from the IEMP and crystallization of the high-density region of the electron sheet. The melting temperatures corresponding to n 1 are indicated by the arrows. On cooling down the linewidths start to increase at the melting temperature. The data in Fig. 3 suggest that on further cooling the linewidth gradually increases, which could correspond to the gradual crystallization of the boundary. The rapidly increasing broadening does not allow to observe the IEMP down to the temperature where the low density region crystallizes ͑173 mK for the data in Fig. 3͒ .
In the general theory, 22 the damping of the IEMP is determined by the average xx in the boundary region. From magnetoconductivity measurements 16, 17 it is known that for not too high magnetic fields xx increases abruptly with a factor of 3 at crystallization. In the liquid phase, the temperature dependence of xx is comparatively weak and smooth, and can be neglected in the present context. Therefore, the increase in linewidth that is observed in Fig. 4 is consistent with the expected change in xx at the crystallized side of the boundary.
An EMP can be considered at first view as an IEMP with nϭ0 ͑and thus xx ϭ0) at one side. But then one would also expect a change in linewidth at crystallization for the EMP, which is in contrast with what is observed in earlier measurements. 18, 23, 24 The different behavior of EMP's and IEMP's with respect to crystallization apparently is related to the differences in density profiles at the interedge or edge ͑see inset of Fig. 4͒ . In general the IEMP is much less localized than the EMP, which makes it more likely that the IEMP is sensitive to crystallization of the high-density region whereas the EMP is not.
C. Different density profiles
To verify that it is really the absolute density that is responsible for the increase in linewidth, different density profiles are studied. In Fig. 5 measurements for three different density profiles are shown, all with the same resonance frequency for the IEMP of approximately 150 kHz ͑i.e., ␣͉n 1 Ϫn 2 ͉ is equal for all measurements͒. The resonance frequency of the EMP is determined by n 2 , which is approximately the same for ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ and a factor of 2.25 higher for ͑c͒. Therefore the EMP is not visible in ͑c͒. For each profile two measurements are shown. One at a temperature of 563 mK, far above the melting temperature for a density of 1.3ϫ10 12 m Ϫ2 (T c ϭ260 mK͒. The other measurement ͑at either 250 or 205 mK͒ is done below this melting temperature. In the ring structure with n 1 ϭ0, no temperature effect is observed, consistent with a liquid phase at both temperatures. In curves ͑b͒ and ͑c͒ when the high-density region is crystallized at the lowest temperature, a linewidth broadening indeed occurs. The data in Figs. 5͑b͒ and 5͑c͒ show an interesting asymmetry in line shape in the liquid phase, which clearly correlates with the density profile. Overall the linewidth for the ring structure is smaller than for the other profiles. This was also observed in Ref. 23 and is probably related to the higher ␣ for this profile.
D. Nonlinearities
Experiments 16, 17, 27 have shown that there is a remarkable difference between the fluid and the solid phase with respect to the dependence on the drive voltage of the magnetoconductivity. In the fluid phase the xx (B) is independent of the drive voltage ͑except for a small deviation at very high drive voltages, which may be related to hot-electron effects͒, but in the solid phase a linear increase of the magnetoconductivity as a function of the drive was observed up to a certain drive voltage. At a threshold voltage xx decreases suddenly. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
It is clearly shown that the linewidth of IEMP's increases when the temperature is lowered below the melting temperature of the high-density region. All data are consistent with the disappearance of IEMP's when electrons in the region where the IEMP is located are crystallized. Such a condition cannot be reached with an outer edge of a sample, and explains the observed weak dependence of EMP's upon crystallization. Qualitatively, the temperature dependence is consistent with the known behavior of xx upon crystallization. The drive voltage dependence suggests, however, that this might be a coincidence and that the melting explicitly controls the IEMP behavior. Thus we conclude that interedge magnetoplasmons could be exploited as a tool to investigate the crystallization process of a two-dimensional electron system, in particular, for inhomogeneous systems, but are not a probe for the crystal itself, or for the magnetoconductivity of the crystal.
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